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Abstract: In Plasma Polarization Spectroscopy (PPS), we observe the polarized spectral lines emitted from

a plasma. For berylliumlike oxygen lines from a tokamak plasma the polarization feature is interpreted as

due to the anisotropic velocity distribution of electrons which excite the ions. In this interpretation in

terms of the population-alignment collisional-radiative (PACR) model various collision processes are

involved concerning the population and the alignment; e.g., transfer of the alignment (and the coherence)

by collisional excitation and production of an alignment from a population by elastic collisions. These

latter processes are little known so far.

1. Introduction

In atomic collision experiment, when an ensemble of atoms (or ions) is excited by a
monoenergetic beam of electrons unequal 'populations' are created among the magnetic
sublevels of an excited level, or alignment is created in this level besides its population, and
the emitted radiation is polarized. In plasma, if the electron velocity distribution is
anisotropic a similar situation is realized and the emitted radiation will be polarized, the
polarization characteristics being dependent on the properties of this anisotropy. For
instance, in addition to the isotropic Maxwellian distribution of electrons there may be a beam
component,1 or the effective temperature in the direction perpendicular to the magnetic field is
different from that in the parallel direction.2 Thus, from the observed polarization
characteristics, we may investigate the anisotropic velocity distribution. This is the idea of
Plasma Polarization Spectroscopy (PPS).3

Figure 1 shows an example of PPS observations; berylliumlike oxygen impurity lines
emitted from a tokamak plasma are recorded with their polarized components resolved. The
% -light is linearly polarized (We define the polarization direction as the direction of the
oscillating electric field.) in the direction of the confining magnetic field of the plasma, or
approximately in the toroidal direction, and the a -light is approximately in the poloidal
direction. The weakest line, 2s3s3S, - 2s3p3P0, is never polarized, while the stronger lines,
2s3s3S, - 2s3p'P12, have stronger a-components (/„) than the n -components (IK) in this
example. We define the intensity of a line as (2/3)(/7t+2/o). Instead of the polarization
degree, we define the longitudinal alignment as AL - (IK-I0) l(In+2Io). The latter two lines
have A = -0.010 and -0.032, respectively.

2. Population-alignment collisional-radiative (PACR) model3

We assume axial symmetry along the quantization axis and the absence of coherence
between the different levels (optical coherence) and among the magnetic sublevels in a level
(Zeeman coherence). To each level, say level p, we assign two quantities, the population
n(p) and the alignment a(p). See Fig. 2. A J=0 level does not have an alignment. The
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Fig. 1. An example of the polarization resolved

spectra observed on the WT-3 tokamak at Kyoto

University. Berylliumlike oxygen lines. The

dominant constituent of the plasma is hydrogen

and oxygen is an impurity. The (J=l*—J=0) line

is never polarized.
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Fig. 2. Flow diagram showing the production and

transfer of alignment among the low-lying triplet

levels of berylliumlike oxygen. Each level has

the population (blank box) and the alignment

(shaded box). The J=0 levels do not have an

alignment. The area of the boxes and the width

of the arrows represent the magnitude of the

population or of the alignment and that of the flow

of alignment, respectively. Note that an

alignment can be positive or negative. Not to

scale for different configurations.

population is the zero-th moment of the expansion of the density matrix of atoms in this level
in terms of the irreducible tensorial set, and the alignment is the second moment. Note that
the density matrix is not normalized. The population n(p) gives the intensity as defined
above, and the ratio a{p)ln(p) gives AL.

We construct the rate equations for the population and for the alignment; Let C(r,p) be
the rate coefficient for production of population in level/? from the population in r by electron
collisions, or the conventional excitation or deexcitation rate coefficient, A(r,p) be the
radiative transition probability, S(p) be the ionization rate coefficient, C'\r,p) be the rate
coefficient for production of a population in level/; from the alignment in level r, and C°2(/?,/?)
be that for conversion of the alignment into a population within level/?.

dn(p)/dt= A(r,p)] n(r)

-C*2(pj>)nea(p) 0)

where «eis the electron density in the plasma. The first two lines of the right-hand side are
the conventional rate equation for the population, except that a Maxwellian distribution is
assumed in the conventional case. The last two lines are correction due to the presence of
unequal 'populations' among the magnetic sublevels, or of the alignment.

Let C2"(r,p) be the rate coefficient for production of an alignment in level p from the
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population in level r by electron collisions, C20^,/?) be that for production of an alignment
from the population within level/?, C22(r,p) be that for transfer of the alignment from level r to
level p, A~(r,p) be the probability of transfer of the alignment from r to p by radiative
transition and C22(p,p) be the rate coefficient for destruction of the alignment by electron
collisions. The rate equation for the alignment is

da(p)/dt= Z^p)C
-C-°(p,p)nen(p)

,r)] a{p). (2)

Thus, the alignment is treated just like the population. It may be noted that the population is
conserved among the levels, while the alignment can simply disappear. We assume
stationary state. In solving the set of equations like eqs. (1) and (2) with dldt = 0 we adjust
the "shape" of the velocity distribution function (see below), so that the set of solutions of
n(p) and a(p) gives good agreement with experiment. For the example of Fig. 1 the velocity
distribution expressed by a toroidal temperature of 10 eV and a poloidal temperature of 100
eV gives rough agreement with experiment. ne is 1019 m'3. Figure 2 shows the 'flow
diagram' concerning the alignments of the levels concerned.

3. Rate coefficients and cross sections
The rate equations (1) and (2) consist of various rate coefficients, and thus cross

sections, some of which are rather exotic. We examine just one example: C'2(r,p), transfer
of alignment, for the purpose of illustration.

The velocity distribution of electrons is expanded in terms of Legendre polynomials,

/ ( v ,0 )= Z{K)Mv)PK{cose). (3)

We define the transition cross section from the magnetic sublevel a 'JM of level r to
magnetic sublevel aJM of level/? in the impact parameter (b) semiclassical expression

QQMa-.rM- =2TT I | (aJM\Sc\a'SAf) \2 b db (4)

where S,. is the collision matrix referred to the collision axis. The alignment transfer cross
section due to the collisions in the direction of quantization axis is given as

Q2\(r,p)= 2 ( W ) ( - l / + ^ w (JJM-M\20) WSAf-MllO) QaJM,tt-TM (5)

Where (••••{•') is the Clebsch-Gordan coefficient. We also take into account the
contributions from oblique collisions; These electrons regard the alignment as a coherence.
We consider coherence transfer. For q = 1 or 2
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Q2\(r,p)= Z{m/r){-\TT+M+h/r {JJM{q-M)\2q)

X2TI I (aJM\Sc\a'IM) (aJ(M-q)\Sc\a'f(Af-q)) * bdb (6)

The alignment transfer rate coefficient is given as'

C-\r,p) = j [Q2\(r,p) + O2\(r,p) + Q2\(r,p)] 2/0(v)/5 vMv
22 + Q2\(r,p) - 2O22

2(r,p)] 2/2(v)/35 v̂ dv
- 4O2\(r,p) + O22

2(r,p)] 2/4(v)/105 vMv. (7)

Other rate coefficients except for C22^,/?), and thus the corresponding cross sections, are
expressed in terms of the magnetic-sublevel-magnetic-sublevel cross sections like eq.(4).

Another process of interest is production of an alignment by directional elastic
collisions. This gives the rate coefficient CM(p,p) in eq.(2). Recently, an experiment was
performed which showed that an alignment is produced in low energy elastic collisions.4

4. Cross section data
In constructing the above PACR model, many kinds of cross sections are needed.

Most of the existing data are for the excitation cross section Q(p,r), or Qw
0(p,r). In terms of

PPS this quantity is relevant in the situation where the velocity distribution is isotropic and
the alignment is absent. In interpreting the experimental data as shown Fig. 1, we adopted
the recommended cross section data for O(p,r) by Kato et al.5 for many transitions and the
magnetic-sublevel-magnetic-sublevel cross sections calculated by Csanak and Grabbe6 by the
distorted-wave method for the transitions shown in Fig. 2. We ignored other cross sections
like eq.(6). Therefore, our above conclusion about the velocity distribution is tentative.

It is hoped that the cross section data necessary to construct the PACR model become
available for important atomic and ionic species in plasma spectroscopy.
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